INTRODUCTION
Frequencies of Rh blood types in different localities in Japan were summarized by Akaishi and Kudo (1975) who compiled available data on 10 prefectures from literature and through their own surveys. A majority of the studied prefectures cluster in the northmost part of the country and, therefore, distribution of the Rh system in the whole of Japan was still uncertain.
Recently, examination of the Rh(D) type is extensively carrying out at health centers and blood centers in the whole country. The present authors collected such data and report here the results of the analyses.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The data on the numbers of Rh(D) positives and negatives were obtained from health centers, prefectural health departments and Red Cross blood centers by mail. Most data from Kagoshima Prefecture became available through Prof. Tetuo Zyo, Kagoshima University. Thus, data on the distribution of Rh(D) negatives were available from 35 of 47 prefectures for 2,745,618 individuals, in total.
The blood-typing was carried out during the period from 1964 to 1975, mostly from 1970 to 1973.
Frequency of the Rh(D) negative allele was calculated simply by d= a/nd/N,
where nd denotes the number of Rh(D) negative individuals and N the size of the sample.
The phenotypic frequency of was 0.5428~ and frequency of the I  I  I  I  I  I  ~  I  I  I  I  I  I  i  i  ~  I  i  i  I  I Table 1 and those for health centers and districts in each prefecture are listed in the appendix. Each number of prefecture in italic and health center or district in roman corresponds to that shown in maps (Figs. 1 and 6-14) in a previous paper on the distribution of the ABO system (Fujita et al., 1978) . The frequency of the Rh(D) negative gene for each prefecture and the distance measured from Aomori, the northernmost of the Honshu Island, to each prefecture capital along the National Railroad were plotted in Fig. I , which suggests a slight increase of the gene frequency with the increasing distance. An analysis of the data on 29 prefectures, excluding 6 prefectures with sample sizes smaller than 1,000, revealed that the correlation coefficient between the distance from Aomori and the frequency of Rh(D) negative gene is 0.193, which deviates from zero insignificantly (t= 1.022 with 27 degrees of freedom, 0.3 <P<0.4). The regression equation of the gene frequency on the distance in 1,000 kilometers, x, is d=0.004108x+0.06978.
DISCUSSION
The frequency of the Rh(D) negatives in the whole sample is not greatly different from those reported by previous authors in various populations in Japan, excluding the Rhukyuan and the Ainu (see Akaishi and Kudo, 1975) . As shown in Table 1 , the frequency of Rh(D) negative gene for prefecture ranges from zero to 10~o or higher.
Such a wide variation is mostly attributable to the smallness of the sample sizes. The range in 6 prefectures with samples larger than 100,000 is as narrow as 7.13-7.85~.
On the other hand, it was suggested that the frequency of the Rh(D) negative gene was increased from the northeast to the southwest, though insignificantly. Such a cline may not be unexpected, since the frequencies of the Rh(D) types in the neighboring races are different from those in the Japanese and there are known significant clines of the frequencies of some polymorphic genes, including ABO blood group genes in Japan (Kobayasi, 1940; Tanaka, 1959; Nei and lmaizumi, 1966; Fujita et al., 1978) . Frequency of the Rh(D) negative gene in Okinawa is apparently higher than that in other districts of Japan (Nakajima et al., 1967b; Waki, 1972) . This may accord with the cline of the gene frequency which increases from the northeast to the southwest.
However, the Rh(D) negative gene is much more frequent in the Ainu (Kobayashi, 1953 (Kobayashi, , 1956 [shibashi, 1971; Misawa and Hayashida, 1972; Misawa et aL, 1975) , the original inhabitants in the northmost districts of Japan, and much rarer in Korean (Sarkisian, 1956; Won, 1960; Won et al., 1960; Mourant et al., 1976) and Taiwanese (Nakajima et al., 1967a (Nakajima et al., , 1971 ) who have had close contacts particularly with the southwest districts of Japan. Thus, it may be premature to deduce a decisive explanation of the relationship between the distributions of Rh(D) negative gene in the Japanese and surrounding races. Misawa, S., Hayashida, Y., and Miki, T. 1975 
